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MUSEUM NEWS
After consideration of a wide range of
ideas, much debate and a very
successful appeal for funds for which
we are most grateful, we are now in
close co-operation with Noho.ie,
‘producers of captivating digital
experiences for museum, corporate
and broadcast clients’. Two screens
are envisaged for Room 2. On one,
characters
from
various
past
activities in Malahide will talk about
their lives and occupations. A second
touch-screen will enable visitors to
trace the development of Malahide
since about 1800 using maps with
hot spots (touching a hot spot will
bring up an image and/or more
information about the location).
Meantime, we have two new
temporary displays - a large
collection of match boxes from
around the world and a selection of
cigarette cards from sets issued by
Gallahers of Belfast, W D & H O Wills
and John Player & Sons. The oldest
cards, in black and white, date from
about 1905, not long after cards were
first enclosed as stiffeners in
cigarette packages in this part of the
world.

Contributions welcomed for
future issues. Contact:

Talks programme

2017 - 2018

All talks take place in Presbyterian Church Hall, Dublin Road at
8pm on 2nd Wednesday of the month. Free parking in public car
park opposite.
Admission €4. Non-members welcome.
11 Oct 2017 George Williams
“The Fortunes and Possessions of the Great Houses of Louth in
18th century”
15 Nov 2017 David Cotter
“Remembering the sinking of S.S. Hare and S.S. Adela,
1917-2017: The North Dublin Connection"
13 Dec 2017 To be confirmed
10 Jan 2018 Gary Ahern
“Captain Paddy Saul, Navigator of the Southern Cross”
14 Feb 2018 Conleth Manning
“Colonel Hervey de Montmorency-Morres (1767–1839), soldier,
United Irishman, antiquary, controversial genealogist and
sometime resident of Malahide.”
14 Mar 2018 Paddy Ryan
“The Malahide Oyster Beds”
11 Apr 2018 Claire Bradley
“Researching your Malahide Ancestors”
9 May 2018 Brian Dooley
“From the archive: recent photo acquisitions”

Growing up in Malahide
Earlier this year three unconnected persons wrote to
the society about growing up in Malahide. Two have
very kindly agreed to allow their very different
reminiscences to be reproduced in this issue.

malahidehistoricalsociety@gmail.com
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As recollected by Ian Glass
I was born as the oldest of three children in a
nursing home in Dublin just two days before the
start of the 2nd World War in 1939. However, our
actual home was in Malahide. My parents had
around 1938 bought their house, then called
“Glendaloc” but now “Four Seasons”, on the
Dublin Road. It had been built by an architect
called Cahill, probably in 1936, it is thought to a
design from New Zealand. He had sold it,
apparently without telling his wife, in order to raise
money to take part in the Spanish Civil War (on
which side I do not remember). It had a garden of
about an acre and was situated in the belt of trees
that surrounded the demesne of “La Mancha”, the
scene of a notorious multiple murder in 1926.

One of our neighbours was a retired Church of Ireland
clergyman called Hodges and he baptized me
privately at St Andrews Church (Church of Ireland)
when I was about a year old. I still have an original
edition of “Harry Lorrequer” that he bequeathed to be
given to me when I grew up.
I am told that my first word was “ish”, which meant
“light” and may have come from the Kish light that we
could see in the distance. One of my early
recollections is of the Kish foghorn.
My father was an Ulsterman and my mother came
from South Africa, of Northern Irish and Northumbrian
parents. They had seen a bit of the World and tended
to be slightly alien in their outlook. My mother wore
slacks and was known locally as the “lady who wore
trousers”. This was when she briefly took up golf on
the Links. Nevertheless, they came to know quite a
few people in Malahide and my father took part in a
coastal watch during the War. This involved cycling (I
think) to Portmarnock, having a drink and then
returning.
Mainly because of the War, my parents cultivated a
lot of vegetables and we had apple trees as well as
raspberries, blackcurrants and other fruits. My mother
made jam. Sugar was among the items that were
rationed and had to be saved up for this purpose. We
also had a few beehives. An old Irish-speaking
neighbour, Mr O’Donnell, sometimes came to help
when there was a problem with swarming bees. Mr
O’Donnell came from the West and was said to have
won his house in a magazine competition before the
War. He was a widower and lived with his sister who
he would talk to in Irish when he did not want little me
to overhear what they were saying.

Our house “Glendaloc”, on Dublin Road, around 1939, when
the garden was newly planted. In the late 1940s an upstairs
with dormer windows was added. Notice the fields to the rear
on which Ard na Mara was subsequently built.

A curious thing happened towards the end of the
War. Mr Cahill (the architect) re-appeared and asked
if he could fetch something that he had left behind. He
went to the hot press and lifted up the floorboards to
retrieve some guns that he had hidden there years
before!
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Somebody had persuaded my father that he ought
to have a .22 rifle during the War but all it was ever
used for was to shoot some of the noisy crows that
abounded in our trees. He had also been given
some concrete blocks and corrugated iron by a
concerned friend to build an air raid shelter but
instead he constructed a “little house” for us to play
in. We had a “fuffy slide” (pulley) between two of
the trees in the part of the garden that we called
“The Wood” and a swing, both also constructed by
my father.
We had a number of large beech, sycamore and
ash trees and once or twice during the War my
father got a permit to cut one of them down for
firewood. Some tree cutters would come from
Swords and the felling of a tree was a very exciting
occasion. When we had no wood we burned turf
and our garage was used for storage. My father
had a car but because of the lack of fuel, it was
stored “for the duration” at McAllister’s garage in
the village. Both parents had bicycles and my
father’s one had a little extra saddle fitted to the
crossbar for me. I think my sister sat on something
similar fixed to the carrier at the back.
My father was very practical and had a workshop in
our garage. Toys were virtually unobtainable during
the War but he made things like a cart, a doll’s
house and a model airport for us. He made a large
number of wooden Tommy guns that made a
clacking noise when a handle was turned and
these were popular birthday presents for our
friends.
The bottom part of our garden was flooded during
the very wet winter of 1947 (I think) and my father
had to dig some trenches through a bank to release
the water. In the meantime we improvised some
boats to paddle around in.
At some point my father constructed an upstairs to
the house to give us some more bedrooms and an
extra bathroom. He acted as the main contractor
himself and most of the work was done by a
temperamental and rather unreliable Spanish
carpenter called de Renzi.

Our neighbour on one side was Guard McMahon
and on the other Stef Murphy who had a
tobacconist’s just off College Green in town.
Another neighbor was Father Sexton, a portly
retired priest that for some reason we were a bit
afraid of. We had a little wooden statue of a
chubby man above our cuckoo clock that we
children privately named after him!
My father was a Presbyterian and took us to
church, then in the ground floor of a house in
Killeen Terrace. One room was set out as a
church with pews, a pulpit and a harmonium and
the other was a Victorian dining room where the
Sunday School took place. The minister was Rev
McCaughey, shared with a congregation in
Howth, and his wife ran the Sunday School. Some
of the congregation would leave directly after
church for the landing stage to be rowed across to
play golf on the “Island”. We knew the Dickies,
who were leading members of the congregation
and sometimes used to go to their farm on the
estuary to buy potatoes and have tea and cakes.
Major Drummond of the seed company was
another member and I remember getting a lift
home from him in his sports car, driven at a
reckless speed for those
days!
We had a nursemaid
called Margaret Reilly,
from a Malahide family.
She would sometimes take
me to her parents’ house
near the bottom of Old
Street and “mother” would
give us delicious pieces of
newly-baked soda bread.
Her brother was the
milkman, Bernie, who
measured out the milk from large churns. Her
aunt Bridget lived in the gate lodge of La Mancha
and we often visited her there (the site of the
burned-down mansion itself, whose occupants
were murdered, was regarded as haunted and
few dared to go near it at night). On the way to
“mother” we would pass the St Sylvester well,
which was then boarded up. Sometimes we would
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drop in to St Sylvester’s church. My mother
remembered Margaret telling that I was impressed
by the large numbers of lit votive candles that I
denounced in my shrill little voice as “sheer waste”
to the amusement of some old ladies busy with
their prayers. Margaret left us around 1950 to get
married and my mother stayed in touch with her for
many years afterwards.
I first went to school at Miss Ahern’s, “Ormiston”,
about opposite St Andrew’s Church, on the Hill.
For the first year or two Margaret would take us
there. Later I had to walk alone or sometimes with
neighbouring children, the mile or so. We had to
pass the Catholic National School where we were
called names by the children and called them
names back. My first year teacher was a Miss May
and the classroom was at the very top of the
house. I already knew how to read and was
probably a bit of a nuisance. We had religious

education, mainly in the form of gruesome
passages from the Pilgrim’s Progress, read by an
ancient retired clergyman. Later, one moved to
the main classroom on the first floor, taught by
Miss Ahern herself. She was careful to reward
effort rather than achievement and all children
got a prize at the end of each year.
She was said to be one of the first female
graduates of TCD (1914). She was quite short
and she dressed in Victorian style, always
wearing a large brooch. She usually had one or
two younger helpers. Though a Catholic,
unusually for the time, both religions were
catered for as well as both sexes. She would
walk between the desks, handing out sums and
checking progress. French classes were held
downstairs in the dining room, a heavily
decorated Victorian room with small family
photographs all around the walls. Sometimes
there would be an art appreciation class, when a
colour reproduction would be put up, and we had
to describe its features. Her elderly brother lived
somewhere in the house and we children were
called occasionally to help push his car out onto
the hill. Once a year there would be a sports day
with running races, down an area about the size
of a tennis court and such items as three-legged
races, jumping, and sack races also featured.
On the way back from school we would stop at
Sammy Well’s factory shop where we had to
enter the door and press a button on the counter
to buy a “penny bag” of sweets. Nearby was the
cinema, owned by Mrs Walsh, but we almost
never went inside because of some argument my
father had once had with her. An unusual feature
was that its walls were covered with papiermaché egg crate separators instead of proper
acoustic tiles.

A 1946 school report. - all handwritten by Miss Ahern

Our doctor was Harry Michael who we
occasionally went to see. I remember one
occasion when he came to the house when all
three of us children were sick, possibly of
measles, and had to line up for him in front of the
fire in our living room. His daughters, like most of
those whose parents could afford the fees, went
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to Miss Ahern’s also. One little incident I
remember was about Penny, his youngest child.
She was too young to go to school, unlike her
sisters, but one day she went anyway and refused
to go home. There was a great deal of wailing as
her sisters persuaded her to leave! She became
the wife of the rugby player, Willie John McBride.
My friends of those days, probably all dead by
now, were neighbours like Peter Stafford, Dick
and John Watson, the Gilberts and Niall Connery.
Another was Reginald Bretland who lived in a
large old house called Seapark near the Malahide
Hotel. Tony French is another name that I
remember. We went to the parties of other
children who attended Miss Ahern’s. My sister
remembers going to one of Gail Price at
Abbeville, the house later lived in by Charles
Haughey.
We went to the beach at Hicks’s Tower. My
parents knew the Hickses but I never saw inside.
We also liked going to the Estuary beyond Yellow
Walls. The “Short Deep” near May’s Bungalow
was a part of the beach that we were very much
afraid of since it was said to be where people
went to commit suicide. On a few occasions we
were rowed across to the “Island” for a picnic in
the dunes.
Not long after the War I remember being on a
family drive along the coast near Robb’s Wall
when we were stopped by the guards and told
that a bomb disposal team was busy on the beach
dismantling a mine that had washed up. We were
told to drive by as quickly as possible!
One of our neighbours was a Mr Byrne who had
a small sailing boat, converted from a lifeboat. He
took us sailing around Lambay Island on one
memorable occasion.
On the Swords road was the small farm of Toss
McMahon where we sometimes bought eggs. He
lived with his sister and they specialized in selling
day-old chicks that they hatched with the aid of
incubators warmed by paraffin. Toss spent large
amounts of his time trimming the hedge along the

road, mainly it seems because it gave him the
opportunity to talk to the occasional passers-by.
One of my somewhat older cousins was
interested in fossils and we went on occasion to
the quarry at Feltrim, where we could find lots of
them.
A favourite drive was along the road beside
Collinstown airport where we would stand on the
roof of a wartime bunkhouse to watch planes
taking off and landing.
I was obsessed by plumbing and electricity as a
young child and I remember a trip by bicycle with
Tommy Burke who took us to the wells on Swords
road where the water supply came from as well
as to the waterworks at the top of the hill. On
another occasion we went to the (manual)
telephone exchange and watched the operators
at work. Our phone number was 54 when I was
very young, then 254 a bit later. I think my parents
told me it started as 4.
Near us was a postbox of pre-independence
vintage with a British coat-of-arms that had been
painted green. The postman was an oldish man
called, I think, “Jem”, and he rode a bicycle with
an acetylene lamp that I was intrigued by.
We bought our groceries from Findlaters, since it
was a protestant company. My mother used to
phone in her orders and they would be delivered
and carefully checked for quality. Nugent was the
butcher and Bassett, the chemist used to make a
delicious cough mixture that was a pleasant
compensation for having a cold. Margaret would
sometimes take me into Hogans, the Catholic
grocer. I remember that there was always a huge
lump of butter on the counter from which portions
would be cut off and weighed. There were sticky
strips covered in dead flies hanging from the
ceiling.
The Malahide Horticultural Society used to have
an annual exhibition in the village library. I once
entered a pot of jam that I had made from yellow
raspberries and won a prize for it.
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Malahide Castle with its Lord was very remote to
us and we hardly ever entered its grounds except
for C of I church fetes and sometimes to buy
vegetables that were sold from a walled garden. Of
course, we knew all about the Abbey and Maud
Plunkett who was “maid, wife and widow” on the
same day. Across the road from us was a wooded
part of the Castle demesne and I remember people
being upset when the last Lord Talbot to live there
decided to cut down many of the mature trees to
raise some cash.
At one stage I had a fox terrier that I was very fond
of called “Smut” who caused trouble by chasing
game in the demesne of the Castle. We therefore
tried to keep him tied up on a long rope at night but
he eventually disappeared without trace and must
have either strangled on his rope or been shot.
A decade or so after we left Malahide I was roped
in by some history student friends to help show
people around the Castle on an open day and on
that occasion met Lord Talbot and his sister, the
Hon Rose. The latter talked to us about their
ancestor, “Dirty Dick” (Richard Earl of Tyrconnell).
The student group was under the leadership of Prof
Otway Ruthven of TCD and I remember her joshing
with Talbot as to whose family was the oldest. I was
intrigued to learn later that many of James
Boswell’s papers had been found in the Castle
(Another interesting person associated with
Malahide was the Cambridge physicist George
Gabriel Stokes who used to spend his holidays at
4, Windsor Terrace).

Malahide cub pack around 1949, probably just after it was
formed. I am in the back row, third from left. The 4th from
left was Jeremy Gilbert and the second from right in the front
was Reginald Bretland.

Later on I joined the cub pack that had just then
been started. Following that I was in the scouts
for two or three years. We camped at weekends
on a part of the Castle Demesne and had

We also sometimes went to buy vegetables at
Auburn, further out on the Dublin Road.
I liked to watch the Great Northern Railway trains.
The “Enterprise” used to hurtle through Malahide
station, pulled by smart blue steam engines and
the coaches had dark blue sides with GNR crests
on them. Once I managed to get a ride on a
shunting engine that was working a bit up the line
from the station. The station master’s name was
Meneer but we children used to call him “Mr
Manure”.

summer camps away in such exotic places as the
Isle of Man and Westward Ho in Devon. The
troop meetings were held at the protestant
National School. We had a “Bob-a-job`’ week and
I remember being exploited by the minister of the
St Andrews Church who got a whole day’s work
of weeding for the bob he paid me.
Our whole family went to South Africa, I think
from about October 1948 to March 1949, so that
our mother could visit her parents who she had
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not seen since before she got married in 1937. This
was a disruptive experience for us children since by
the time we got back our friends had found others
to play with and we had been forgotten! We
travelled by boat by the B & I line to Liverpool and
then by train to London where we stayed overnight
in a hotel that had been partly destroyed by wartime
bombs and had a short tour of the city by taxi. The
next day we went to Southampton to join the
Capetown Castle, a Union Castle liner. Not to
mention numerous taxis in between. It must have
been a nerve-wracking experience for my parents.
Our father said goodbye at Southampton as he
could only take three months off. He came out later
by flying boat, taking several days. My mother used
to tell a story about going to the Garda station to fill
in a passport application form for this trip. At some
point she had to write down the purpose of the trip
and she put “to visit parents”. But somewhere
further down she was required to produce her
parents’ marriage certificate which of course she
could not easily do, She was advised to simply write
“parents deceased”. Notwithstanding, she got her
passport!
In 1949, after Miss Ahern’s school, I was sent to
Mountjoy School which had just moved out from
Mountjoy Square to a Victorian property called
Mount Temple in Clontarf. This school was run by
the Incorporated Society for Promoting Protestant
Schools and in my interview the headmaster (WR
Tate) was very suspicious that I was jewish and
asked a lot of questions about our background! This
was a typical small protestant school of the time,
with about 200 or so pupils. I was at first in a junior
class under a Miss Dickinson. A new set of
buildings were being added to the original manor
house and were not yet ready for occupation. I
remember several of the teachers. Mr Marshall
taught mathematics, Mr Simmons (known as
“Ghandi”) was the English teacher and the Irish
teacher was nicknamed “Puck”.

at least one occasion, giving me a bloody nose. I
remember a kindly old lady taking me into her
cottage in Artane and cleaning up my face.
Sometimes waiting for the bus I would meet C B
McCusker, an English physicist who lived nearby
and worked at the Institute for Advanced Studies.
It is partly due to him that I got interested in
cosmic rays and ended up as an astrophysicist.
In 1952 my parents decided to move to
Castlepark, Rathfarnham, much to the regret of
my brother, my sister and myself. I am not sure
what motivated them to do this. It also involved
me in a change of school to St Andrew’s College,
then in Ballsbridge. My father then managed the
Irish branch of an American firm that supplied
cinema equipment and had offices in Lower
Abbey Street in the City. Just after the War the
road traffic was very light and he could park quite
near to his work. Part of the decision to move
may have been the increase in motor traffic but
also my sister had by then to go to a secondary
school. Inevitably we lost touch with nearly all our
Malahide friends except or a few that went to the
same secondary schools or university.
Cape Town, 6 July 2017

This book, by Ian Glass, is
about a remarkable
family business that
operated in Rathmines,
Dublin, for nearly a
century. As makers of
some of the largest and
best-known telescopes of
the Victorian era, the

To get to school I usually got a lift from my father on
his way to work but I had to catch the bus number
42 to get home. I sometimes walked a stop or two
towards Malahide (to save a penny!) and had to run
the gauntlet of Catholic boys who bashed me up on

Grubbs were at the
forefront of optical and
mechanical engineering.

Ian Glass and South African Astronomical Observatory
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Ian Glass was born in Dublin and educated at Trinity College Dublin and MIT. His (Physics) PhD thesis was in x-ray
astronomy but following a Post-Doc with Neugebauer at California Institute of Technology
he switched over to infrared. In 1970-75 he worked at the Royal Greenwich Observatory. During the middle three years of
this period he was assigned to the Royal Observatory/South African Astronomical Observatory
in Cape Town. He joined SAAO in 1975 but was forced to retire in 1999, remaining as a contract employee until the end
of 2005. Since then he has been an unpaid “Associate Research Astronomer”.
He has designed and constructed numerous infrared instruments as well as contributing to updating the older Sutherland
telescopes, the field acquisition cameras and the Unit Spectrograph. The SAAO became a centre for southern infrared
studies as a result of these instruments being available.
Observationally, he started by setting up a network of southern infrared standards. Many pioneering studies were done of a
large variety of objects such as active galaxies, Magellanic Cloud stars, M,C and S stars, RCB variables, T-Tauris, Miras,
old novae, symbiotic stars, Be stars and x-ray source counterparts. (These projects were often carried out with collaborators
both inside and outside SAAO.)
Highlights of his career included a long-term study of active galaxies, one of which (Fairall 9) clearly showed delayed
emission from dust heated by the ultraviolet radiation from the black hole region and provided convincing evidence for the
“dust reverberation model”. Essentially all active nuclei were shown to vary in the infrared.
The obscured x-ray source Cir X-1 was observed to flare in a cyclic manner associated with its binary period.
With Lloyd Evans, who located the first sample of Mira variables in the LMC, he showed that these stars obey a clear
period-luminosity relation in the infrared. This work was refined and then extended to various other samples such as the
Baade’s Window fields near the Galactic Centre, producing an independent distance estimate.
Work with the ISOGAL group using the ISO satellite showed that not only Miras show mass-loss but all late-type M stars
do so as well and further are all variable. This led to some papers on the P-L and mass-loss systematics of Semi-Regular
variables.
A number of projects concerned identification of IRAS infrared sources near the Galactic Centre. One of these was the
“Quintuplet” cluster (simultaneously found by Okuda et al). One large project was the mapping of the Galactic Centre
region in the pre-array days, showing up extinction patterns that correlated with the intervening molecular clouds. A later
large project in the inner part of the Bulge identified large numbers of Mira-like variables.
Glass’s current interest is in the history of astronomy. His latest book is about a pioneering French astronomer: “NicolasLouis de La Caille, Astronomer and Geodesist”, who visited the Cape in 1751-3.
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As recollected by Ursala O’Reilly formerly from The Hill

When I hear people talking about Malahide
nowadays and what a beautiful place it is, I have to
agree but none of today's new residents can begin
to appreciate what it was like when I was growing
up there in the 1950s. Then we as children could
roam the entire village and its surroundings, from
the beach to the Castle, across the golf links and
even to far-flung Yellow Walls. We knew almost
everybody and where they lived.
During the summer holidays, a number of us kids
would go down to the beach for the day bringing
sandwiches and usually bottles of milk which we
would bury in damp sand to keep from going sour.
(We had to mark the spot with rocks so we wouldn't
forgetl).

manager and was not happy to have pesky kids
hanging around, but some of the milkmen would let us
watch the milking, separation and churning of the
butter. The only place out of bounds was the small
yard where the herd bull was kept, and his bellow was
enough to make us scarper! When I visit the Avoca
Shop now, in my mind's eye I can remember the dairy
men and women working there.
There was a huge orchard at the Castle and apples
were sold to the people of the village also potatoes and
vegetables. The walled garden and greenhouse was
tended by Mr. Polly and in there he grew grapes and
peaches. He and his wife lived in a lovely ivy covered
cottage on the main avenue and when we'd pass, Mrs.

Children playing on Malahide beach with hotel in background

When the weather was not good we made for the
Castle and woods searching for bird's nests In the
spring we'd pick bunches of primroses and violets
which were always welcome in school.
The Castle dairy yard was a great place to spend
some time, depending on who was on duty on any
particular day. Mr. Raeburn was the farm

Former home of Mr and Mrs Polly now
vacant and somewhat neglected.
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cottage on the main avenue and when we'd pass,
Mrs. Polly would hear us, come out to chat and
give us some apples. We usually made a racket
when we came to her house.
In the village, to the front of the Marina
Apartments, stands the Village Green. This piece
of land was donated by Lord Talbot to the
residents so that circuses, fit-ups, church fetes,
etc., could be held throughout the summer.
Michael Ingoldsbury’s beautiful scale model of Fossett’s
Circus on The Green

At the edge of this Green facing New Street, stood
the village pump and what were known as the
chatting pillars.

‘Chatting pillars’

On a Sunday morning men, young and old, would
gather here to talk and play pitch and toss. This
game was illegal, so one young lad would be
placed on ‘watch’ and let out a warning whistle
when a Garda was spotted. The money

would be gathered up in record time and the game
relocated to what was known as the Dump. This was
the refuse dump for the entire North County Dublin
and which when filled, would reclaim the land on
which the Marina Apartments are now built.
In New Street there lived a family by the name of
Dunne. This family had a herd of cows which were
milked in their yard daily. They also had a large flock
of geese for the Christmas market and every evening
then the Angelus bell rang, the gates opened to allow
the geese access to the Green. Some obliging
bystander would turn on the pump, and the geese
would enjoy splashing about before making their way
back up to their yard. While we were terrified of the
geese, we loved watching this daily ritual.
When we got too old for playing about during the
summer holidays. we all worked with the farmers.
Malahide was one of the first providers of new
potatoes to the Dublin market and potato, pea and
bean picking was a good source of pocket money. It
was always advisable to be friendly with at least one
young lad to help with hauling the sacks of spuds!
Most of this pocket money would be spent on the
Green every evening at whatever attraction
happened to be there, some towards buying books for
returning to school, but I always managed to keep
enough to buy at least one pair of shoes!
It is so lovely to walk through Malahide now and
remember it as it was. We played tennis alongside the
cricket club, and
when
they
reclaimed
the
ground, the Howard
Family
kindly
donated a field for
our use. this is now
the site of The
Grove Tennis Club.
Houses are built on
Aerial view of the Grove Tennis Club the farmer's fields
off Grove Road with the old golf course where we gathered
blackberries
and
in the background
mushrooms. Wild
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strawberries grew on the Island and the Hatch of the nightclub was a fountain and small stream with
Family operated boats on a daily basis for three old a bridge crossing and people were encouraged to
pence return.
throw money in the fountain. After closing each night.
Mrs. Walsh retrieved this money but which charity it
went to I am not at liberty to tell !

‘Nippy’ Hatch ferrying golfers to The Island

Section of the interior of the night club

I have such very happy memories of Malahide and
We also had a cinema in Malahide built after World growing up there and I like nothing better than to meet
War II. It was owned and built by a Mrs Walsh up with old friends from those days. Unfortunately, a lot
whose husband was the local village doctor.
of these meetings now take place in the cemetery
where all the original Malahide families have burial
sites.
There is so much more of Malahide l could relate about
famous residents, places of interest, tragedies and
massacres, but perhaps another time.

Ursala O’Reilly
The cinema

Mrs Walsh’s cinema on Main Street where the shopping
mall now stands.

There was also a dance hall on the site which Mrs
Walsh eventually turned into a nightclub. A feature
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Some recent museum acquisitions
(not yet on public display)

In 1853, the Scottish surgeon Alexander
Wood first combined a hollow steel
needle with a proper syringe to inject

Three examples of pocket compasses incorporating fold-up gnomons ( the

morphine into a human. Our example

vertical arm that casts the shadow on the dial). These examples may date

probably dates from the 1880s.

from early 20th century or perhaps late 19th century.
A gentleman’s
souvenir pocket or
pen knife with
depiction of Nelson’s
Pillar

This large leather-bound volume dating from 1896 contains
over 150 pages of handwritten detailed descriptions of
fixtures, fittings, utensils and furniture in Pim Brothers
department store in South Great Georges St., Dublin,
accompanied by beautiful pen and ink illustrative drawings of
architectural standard.

